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About the Segmentation
This report summarises the results of a global segmentation
exercise designed to explore the fundamental drivers of
consumer behaviour and individual outlook in twelve countries
around the world.
In order to really understand the drivers of behaviour it is essential
to explore deep-seated values and attitudes. How do consumers
feel about the direction of their country or their opportunities for
the future? Do they prioritise work and income over friends and
leisure time? Which institutions and sources of information do they
trust? Are they socially liberal or conservative?
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Alongside this insight we can identify their consumer priorities,
weighing the importance of brands and the latest trends against
the need to save money or shop ethically.
Our segmentation fuses these distinct aspects of individual
identities and finds four different groups, each present to a lesser
or greater degree in every market around the world.

For any business, it is essential to understand how your customers
compare to these segments.
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Fieldwork conducted online in August 2018
Data analysed and segments identified by Trajectory
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The segments have been identified by two key factors; social
views and consumer attitudes.
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The ‘x axis’ describes the attitudes towards shopping and
consumer behaviour of the four segments.
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Those towards the right hand side of the chart are more mature
consumers with highly cynical views towards brands.
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In contrast, the segments towards the left hand side of the
chart contain more ‘emerging’ consumers who are much more
interested in fashion and brands, as well as the latest
technology.

The ‘y axis’ allows us to examine the social and ethical views of
the segments.
Those towards the top of this axis are more liberal in regards to
their attitudes towards gender equality, homosexuality and
abortion.

This is in contrast with the views of those towards the bottom of
this axis who are far more traditional in their views.

The Segments - Overview
Striving Traditionalism (25% of consumers) prioritise work
and income while maintaining strong traditional social
views. They reject flashy spending and adopt a more
utilitarian approach.
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Playful Post-Modernism (30%) include consumers with
strong liberal views who enjoy purchasing from ethical
companies. This group place high importance on leisure
and globalism.
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Mature

Naked Ambition (19%) are a highly consumerist and
dynamic group combining traditional social views with a
thirst for the latest brands and experiences. They feel like
they have the world at their feet.

Liberal Cynicism (26%) are slightly older and mature
consumers who express a degree of cynicism towards
brands and technology and have liberal social views.
They are savvy and experienced consumers.

Striving
Traditionalism
A work-focused segment that have highly
traditional social views and are reluctant
consumers that reject the latest brands and
adopt a more utilitarian approach.
They tend to be slightly younger than
average and are more likely to be men. They
are also more likely to have lower incomes.
% of each market that are Striving Traditionalists
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Family, work and income are the
top priorities
TOP 3 PRIORITIES
(% SAYING VERY IMPORTANT)

Family

This segment are utilitarian in nature –
prioritising work and income ahead of
leisure time, friends or cultural pursuits.
81%

Work

These priorities stem from both their outlook
and their material realities. Most are in work,
with more than 80% aged under 55. Their
work is also likely to be critically important to
them, as they are the segment with the
lowest income overall.
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Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state how important it is in your life

Nearly two-thirds earn at or below medium
income for their nation – meaning that they
are not likely to be able to afford greater
leisure time.

Highly traditional in outlook
% SAYING ABORTION IS NEVER
JUSTIFIABL E, BY SEGMENT

This is the most traditional segment – they
are the most likely to believe that abortion
is never justifiable (79%) and only 8%
believe homosexuality is justifiable.
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They also express highly traditional views
on gender. More than 70% believe that
men make better political leaders than
women, while just under half (47%) agree
that when jobs are scarce men should
have more right to one.
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Q: On a scale from 1 to 10 where 1 = never justifiable and 10 = always justifiable, please state how justifiable you think abortion is

Not motivated by price or
saving money

% SAYING IT IS ‘VERY MUCH LIKE ME OR
LIKE ME’ TO FIND THE CHEAPEST PRICE

Liberal Cynicism

Despite being slightly less affluent than
other groups, Striving Traditionalists are
not especially motivated by low prices
or bargain hunting.

39%

Playful-Post Modernism

50%
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54%

Striving Traditionalism

Only 45% of the segment say they are
likely to try and find the cheapest
price when shopping and they are
also unlikely to use technology to
compare prices to save money.
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Q: Using a scale from ‘very much like me’ to ‘not at all like me’, to what extent is the following statement describing someone like you?

Prefer trusted brands to the latest trends
TO TAL % S AY I NG ‘ V E R Y L I K E ME / L I K E ME ’

Their utilitarian approach to consumption
and rejection of extravagance is also
evident in their choice of brands.

Likes buying fashionable brands
Likes buying trusted reliable brands
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The Striving Traditionalists prefer reliable
and trusted brands over the newest
trends – just 16% are likely to buy the latest
brands, compared to 59% who say the
same about brands they’ve tried and
trusted.
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Although not motivated by price, they do
look for quality and reliability.
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Q: Using a scale from ‘very much like me’ to ‘not at all like me’, to what extent is the following statement describing someone like you?

Reject politicians and embrace business
% NET TRUST
Politicans

The Striving Traditionalists’ emphasis on
work is reflected by the considerable
level of trust they place in businesses
leaders, particularly leaders of national
businesses.

National Business Leaders
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20% more Striving Traditionalists say
that they trust leaders of national
businesses than those who say they do
not trust them. They are much more
cynical towards politicians, with 39%
more of the group saying they do not
trust them as opposed to trusting
them.

Liberal Cynicism

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: Using a scale from ‘trust completely’ to ‘don’t trust them at all’ please think about how much you trust various groups of people

Naked
Ambition
A highly consumerist and dynamic group
combining traditional social views with a thirst
for the latest brands and experiences. They
feel like they have the world at their feet.
They are a younger than average group
often earning a higher than average income.
% of each market that are within Naked Ambition
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Prioritise getting ahead above
everything else

TOP 3 PRIORITIES (% SAYING
VERY IMPORTANT)

Family

90%

Income

The priorities of this group are
unsurprising given their ambitious
nature, whilst also having the highest
percentage of high income earners.

78%

Work

65%

This segment prioritises income and
work ahead of both leisure and friends.
For them, getting ahead is everything.
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Q: For each of the following statements below, please state how important it is in your life

Despite this high income allowing them
to potentially afford more leisure time,
this group still prioritises work, always
aiming to further improve their life and
get ahead.

Financially confident group
with high levels of trust
% NET TRUST
Multinational Business Leaders

Newspapers

Social Media
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Although relatively nationalist, they also express
global tendencies – placing a high degree of
trust in multinational businesses. They are the
archetypal ‘everywheres’ – comfortable in their
own nations and as global citizens.
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A high degree of trust is shown towards leaders
in business, as these are people they that will
respect and strive to become in the future.

Liberal Cynicism

This group is also confident, both with regards
to choice and control (64% saying high level of
control over their life) and in terms of personal
finances, with 77% believing their household
finances will improve within the next year.
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This group, comprising a younger demographic
with a keen interest in technology, show a high
level of trust towards both social media as well
as more traditional media.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: Using a scale from ‘trust completely’ to ‘don’t trust them at all’ please think about how much you trust various groups of people

Conspicuous consumers with an
adventurous, risk-loving attitude

% SAYING ADVENTURE AND RISK
TAKING IS VERY MUCH LIKE THEM
Liberal Cynicism

The ambitious nature of this group encourages the
taking of risks in work and play. This a driven group
keen to speculate to both get ahead and have
fun.

3%

Playful-Post Modernism

Those in Naked Ambition also enjoy being
adventurous, with many earning high incomes
giving them the opportunity to travel and explore
the world.

20%

Naked Ambition

It is unsurprising given these factors that almost
one third of this group say they are very likely to
enjoy adventure and risk-taking.

32%

Striving Traditionalism

As well as having a risk-loving attitude, this group
also enjoys conspicuous consumption, with 82%
saying they like to own things that impress friends
and family.
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Q: Using a scale from ‘very much like me’ to ‘not at all like me’, to what extent is the following statement describing someone like you?

% SAYING WANTING TO TRY NEW
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IS VERY
MUCH LIKE THEM
60%

This younger, affluent group are interested
in sampling the latest trends in technology
and health and able to afford to stay
ahead of the curve.

48%

50%

Almost half (48%) say it is very much like
them to want to try the latest products and
services, with 92% saying they want to hear
the latest information on how to stay
healthy.
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Interested in latest technology
and health trends
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This group are also hugely positive
regarding new technology – 87% believe
that new tech has a positive impact on
society. This ambitious group have the
world at their feet and are optimistic about
various strands of progress.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: Using a scale from ‘very much like me’ to ‘not at all like me’, to what extent is the following statement describing someone like you?

Hold traditional social
and ethical views

% SAYING HOMOSEXUALITY IS
NEVER JUSTIFIABLE
Liberal Cynicism

Despite being a younger group overall,
those in Naked Ambition hold very
traditional views in regards to social and
ethical issues.
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This group exhibit strong opposition towards
homosexuality (70% saying never justifiable)
and abortion (76% saying never justifiable)
and also hold traditional views regarding
gender equality, with over half (54%) saying
that men have more rights to jobs than
women.
These highly traditional views does not hold
them back in their globalist views, with more
than three-quarters saying they are a citizen
of the world. For this group, globalism is
about economic development and
personal progress rather than progressive
social views.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
On a scale from 1 to 10 where 1 = never justifiable and 10 = always justifiable, please state how justifiable you think homosexual behaviour is

Playful PostModernism
The Playful Post-Modernists are defined by
their liberal social views, their ethical
priorities and their pursuit of leisure.
This group includes more women than men,
and its members typically earn high
incomes, with a very mixed age
demographic.
% of each market that are Playful Post-Modernists
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22%
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Their main priorities are family,
leisure and work
TOP 3 PRIORITIES (% SAYING VERY
IMPORTANT)

Family

The playful nature of this segment is shown with
the high level of importance that they place on
leisure, higher than both work and income – in
contrast to other groups. The Playful PostModernists put leisure ahead of work, friends and
income - underlining its central importance to
their lives and outlooks.

80%

Leisure

Given that over half (55%) of this segment earn a
high level of income (for their countries), it is
unsurprising that such high importance is placed
on leisure – they are likely to be able to afford
greater free time and indulge in opportunities for
leisure, treats and new experiences.
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Work
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In this sense, they are the archetypal
postmodern consumer – constructing new
identities around leisure and spending.
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Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state how important it is in your life

Like brands but also prioritise
ethical purchases
% SAYING BUYING PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES FROM ETHICAL COMPANIES
IS….
Very much like me

Like me

Somewhat like me

A little like me

Not like me

Not at all like me
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As a more affluent group, they can literally
afford to prioritise ethical products and
services. But such products also provide
meaning and identity – the Playful Post
Modernists are defined by these values.

12%

80%

The liberal social views of Playful PostModernists lead to many being likely to
purchase regularly from companies that
share their values. More than half (56%) say
that purchasing products and services from
ethical companies is ‘like’ or ‘very like’ them.

100%

Although the highest priority is placed on
ethical purchases, these consumers also
express considerable interest in fashionable
brands (42% likely to buy these brands) and
trusted reliable brands (69% likely to
purchase such products).

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: Using a scale from ‘very much like me’ to ‘not at all like me’, to what extent is the following statement describing someone like you?

Hold liberal social and
ethical views
% SAYING ABORTION IS
ALWAYS JUSTIFIABLE
Liberal Cynicism

This is the most liberal segment, and this is
expressed with their views in regards to abortion,
being the most likely to say it is always justifiable
(45%) and the most likely to say homosexuality is
always justifiable (44%).

28%

Playful-Post Modernism

45%

Naked Ambition

In addition to this liberal outlook, these
consumers are also often likely to consider
themselves to be citizens of the world, with over
two thirds (67%) saying they agree that they are
world citizens. For this group, the consumer
benefits of globalisation go hand in hand with
social progress.
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Striving Traditionalism
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The liberal nature of the group is echoed in their
opinions regarding gender equality, with over
70% saying that men and women have equal
rights to jobs, and that men do not make better
political leaders than women.
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Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
On a scale from 1 to 10 where 1 = never justifiable and 10 = always justifiable, please state how justifiable you think abortion is

Balancing thrift with extravagance
– at their discretion

70%
60%

% AGREEING THAT THEY LIKE TO FIND
BARGAINS, EVEN WHEN THEY DON’T
NEED TO SAVE MONEY
63%

65%

53%

53%

50%

Despite more often earning a higher income
level, these consumers are sensitive to price,
being the most likely to say they like to find a
bargain when shopping (65%). Despite being a
predominantly emerging consumer segment, this
indicates a high degree of discretionary thrift, a
behaviour usually associated with mature
consumer markets.

This group also use price comparison websites to
find these bargains (66%), although segments
with a younger demographic are more likely to
utilise these methods than Playful PostModernists.
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Despite being the most price sensitive group,
Playful Post-Modernists still relish extravagant
purchases, with over half (55%) saying they like to
own products that will impress their friends and
family – an indication that this segment is at the
crossroads of emerging and mature consumer
behaviour.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state whether you agree, disagree or neither agree nor disagree

Feel they have control over life but
lack financial confidence
TOTAL % SAYING....
Will Improve

The Playful Post-Modernists have a mixed outlook
on their financial futures: while they are cautious
about their country’s economic security they are
confident in their own personal financial situation.
Almost half expect their household finances to
improve, but views are split on the national
economic situation – nearly as many expect it to
get worse as get better.

Will Get Worse

49%
Household Financial Situation

18%

38%
National Economic Situation
33%
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This disconnect between big-picture economic
trends and individual outlooks is not uncommon,
and creates something of a bubble for consumers.
Seeing no immediate need to cut back they will
continue to prioritise leisure and spending, but are
also modifying their behaviour in some ways – such
as looking for bargains or leveraging tech to find
deals.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state whether you agree, disagree or neither agree nor disagree

Liberal
Cynicism
The Liberal Cynics are mature consumers
who express a degree of scepticism towards
brands and technology and have liberal
social views. They are savvy and experienced
consumers.
This group comprises of a high percentage of
those over the age of 55, and relative to their
societies are less likely to be well-off.
% of each market that are Liberal Cynics
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Prioritise leisure and people
above work and income
TOP 3 PRIORITIES (% SAYING
VERY IMPORTANT)

Family

The Liberal Cynics place a notable emphasis on
free time and personal relationships: their top
priorities are family, friends and leisure. In doing so,
they are the only group to eschew work or income
from their top priorities entirely.

68%

Friends

Friends and leisure are more important for Liberal
Cynics than work and income, which is unsurprising
given the high percentage of those over the age of
55 in this segment, many of whom will be retired or
close to retirement. It is also an indication of the
consumer maturity of the segment: they define
themselves not by their working identities but by
their leisure pursuits and consumer identities.
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Leisure

34%
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Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state how important it is in your life

Cynical in nature
% SAYING THEY AGREE THEY ARE
A WORLD CITIZEN
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Liberal Cynics show little enthusiasm for
global citizenship, despite being generally
more open and tolerant in their social views
and displaying a high degree of trust in other
nationalities.
This segment is somewhat adrift as a result –
while other groups might be classed as
‘Anywheres’ or ‘Somewheres’, these
consumers are ‘Nowheres’ – feeling no great
enthusiasm for their own national culture
while also rejecting global citizenship.

Their cynicism is rooted in an uneasiness with
the future: only 14% saying they are very
optimistic about the future, and only 35%
believing they have a high degree of choice
and control over their lives.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state whether you agree, disagree or neither agree nor disagree

Liberal outlooks
% DISAGREEMENT WITH “ON THE
WHOLE, MEN MAKE BETTER POLITICAL
LEADERS THAN WOMEN”
Liberal Cynicism

This group – as the name would suggest – are
strongly liberal, with four-fifths saying that men
do not make better political leaders than
women (80%).

80%

Playful-Post Modernism

In regards to homosexuality and abortion, the
views of this group are considerably less
liberal, but still much less traditional than other
segments, with 37% saying that homosexuality
is always justifiable, and 28% saying that
abortion is always justifiable.

73%

Naked Ambition

26%

Striving Traditionalism

Liberal Cynics also exhibit very low interest
towards ethical consumption, with less than
one quarter (24%) saying they are likely to buy
products and services from ethical
companies.
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Q: For each of the following statements below, please state whether you agree, disagree or neither agree nor disagree

Have no interest in extravagance
and fashionable brands

% SAYING VERY MUCH LIKE ME
OR LIKE ME

This segment eschews conspicuous
consumption, showing almost no interest at
all in the latest fashionable brands - just 2%
say buying these brands is ‘very like’ or
‘like’ them.

Buying trusted, reliable brands
Buying the latest fashionable brands
100%
87%
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73%

They are more favourable towards trusted
brands, but their scepticism remains (33%
saying ‘very like’ or ‘like’ me). They also
reject extravagance, with only 8% saying
they like to own things that will impress their
friends and family.
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This is a savvy and experienced group that
appear to reject the traditional trappings of
consumer behaviour. Their identities are
highly individualised and nuanced,
reflecting their key priorities and the
maturity of their markets.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: Using a scale from ‘very much like me’ to ‘not at all like me’, to what extent is the following statement describing someone like you?

Untrusting of politicians, businesses
and the media
20%

NET TRUST IN INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSES AND MEDIA
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In particular, the Liberal Cynics are
mistrustful of politicians (net -61% and social
media (-42%). Information from these
sources will be taken with a hefty pinch of
salt.
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The Liberal Cynics more than live up to their
name in terms of trust. This segment is
untrusting of businesses (both national and
multinational) and all forms of media –
traditional and new media.

People of
another
nationality

Levels of individual trust are higher, however.
While this group are cynical about
information from multiple sources, they are
trusting of people – with the only positive
figure present for trust of people of another
nationality (9%).

Trajectory Global Survey (n=9007)
Q: For each of the following statements below, please state whether you agree, disagree or neither agree nor disagree

Countries in
Focus

UK
The UK is comprised primarily of
Liberal Cynicism and Playful PostModernism.
The main priority is family followed by
leisure and friends, ahead of both
income and work, suggesting that UK
consumers place greater emphasis
on their free time than their working
identities.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

4%
48%

Trajectory Global Survey (n=750)

-28%

Consumers are pessimistic about
the future of the UK economy

Individual Optimism

67%

Generally, consumers have a high
level of optimism in their own lives

76%

Most UK consumers say that when
jobs are scarce, men and women
should have equal right to a job

21%

Just over one fifth of the UK
population say that
homosexuality can never be
justified

Social Values
Equality: gender

35%
Equality: sexuality

UK consumers hold strong liberal
views regarding gender equality are
illiberal on homosexuality.

Conspicuous consumption is avoided,
with extravagance and ownership of
products that will impress friends and
family being of low importance.

Net confidence in
the economy

13%

High levels of pessimism regarding the
economy and personal household
finances although overall optimism is
fairly high despite this.

Consumers in the UK are sensitive
towards price, and will actively look
for the cheapest price whilst
shopping.

Outlook

Consumer Behaviour

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Leisure
3. Friends
4. Income
5. Work

Price sensitivity

Brand focus

77%

High level of price sensitivity, with
most consumers saying they like
to find the cheapest price when
shopping

7%

Consumers eschew conspicuous
consumption: only low % say they
are very likely to buy fashionable
brands

USA
The USA is comprised of a high
percentage of Liberal Cynics, with
considerable percentages of Striving
Traditionalism and Playful PostModernism.
US consumers are sociable leisure
seekers, with family and friends being
of the highest importance to them and
with leisure also being of higher
importance than income and work.
Consumer confidence is mixed with
regard to the US economy, with
individual optimism high amongst
consumers.
Consumers in the US are liberal
regarding gender equality, but far less
accepting of homosexuality.
Finding the cheapest price is of high
priority to these consumers, although
price comparison sites are not always
used to find them.
Consumers are not motivated by
fashionable brands, and also reject
conspicuous consumption.

Trajectory Global Survey (n=751)

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

Outlook
Net confidence in
the economy

Individual Optimism

24%

42%

-1%

Consumers in the US are neither
optimistic nor pessimistic
regarding the US economy

74%

Generally, consumers have very
high levels of optimism regarding
their own lives

71%

A high percentage of US
consumers say that men do not
make any better a political
leader than women do

31%

Less than one third of US
consumers believe homosexuality
can never be justified

Social Values
6%

Equality: gender

29%
Equality: sexuality

Consumer Behaviour

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Friends
3. Leisure
4. Income
5. Work

Price sensitivity

Brand focus

80%

High level of price sensitivity, high
% of consumers saying they like to
look for the cheapest price

9%

US consumers avoid conspicuous
consumption; only low % say they
like to buy latest fashionable
brands

France
Half of French consumers are Liberal
Cynics, with over a third in the Playful
Post-Modernism group.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

11% 3%

Priorities are family, friends and leisure,
ahead of income and work.
French consumers are very pessimistic
about their economic prospects, and
also exhibit low levels on individual
optimism compared with other
nations.

Rejection of extravagance amongst
French consumers, with most being
unlikely to say they are very likely to
buy the latest fashionable brands.
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Net confidence in
the economy

Individual Optimism

-34%

Consumers are not at all
optimistic about the economy or
their own finances

54%

Optimism is relatively high despite
this lack of confidence in the
economy

79%

Most consumers in France
disagree with the statement
suggesting that men make better
political leaders than women do

27%

Just over one quarter of French
consumers believe that
homosexuality can never be
justified

Social Values
50%
36%

Social values are generally liberal,
especially with regards to gender
equality – although more than a
quarter are intolerant of
homosexuality.
Consumers are less price driven than
in the UK or the US, although a
considerable % will still shop around
for the best price.

Outlook

Equality: gender

Equality: sexuality

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Friends
3. Leisure
4. Income
5. Work

Consumer Behaviour
Price sensitivity

63%

Lower % say are price sensitive
than UK and US, with less than
two thirds saying they like to find
the cheapest price

Brand focus

8%

Only a low % saying they are very
likely to buy fashionable brands

Germany
German consumers primarily fall within
Liberal Cynicism and Playful PostModernism.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

Similar to the US, UK and France,
German consumers place higher
importance on leisure and friends than
on work and income.
Consumers are pessimistic regarding
the economy, but are more optimistic
about their personal finances as well
as life in general.
Views towards homosexuality are very
liberal in comparison to UK and US,
with Germany consumers also
expressing strong liberal views towards
gender equality.

Consumers are not especially price
motivated with just over half interested
in actively looking for the cheapest
price.
Particularly low extravagance
amongst Germany consumers: they
are unlikely to spend conspicuously.
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Outlook
Net confidence in
the economy

-16%

Consumers are somewhat
pessimistic regarding the German
economy

Individual Optimism

65%

Optimism levels are high despite
having quite low confidence in
the economy

79%

Most German consumers say that
when jobs are scarce, men and
women have equal rights to jobs

20%

One fifth of German consumers
believe that homosexuality is
never justifiable

15%
5%
49%

Social Values
Equality: gender

31%
Equality: sexuality

Consumer Behaviour

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Leisure
3. Friends
4. Income
5. Politics

Price sensitivity

Brand focus

55%

Middling degree of price
sensitivity, with just over half of
consumers saying they like to find
the cheapest price

5%

Consumers in Germany avoid
conspicuous consumption, a very
low % have high interest in
purchasing fashionable brands

Turkey
A high percentage of those in Turkey lie
within Playful Post-Modernism with
considerable percentages in both
Striving Traditionalism and Naked
Ambition – balancing a more liberal
group with two highly traditional ones.
National identity is of particularly high
importance among Turkish consumers,
with work also being a higher priority
than both friends and leisure.
High degree of pessimism surrounding
the economy with middling degree of
optimism about life in general.

Moderate views on gender equality
and low degree of acceptance
towards homosexuality indicate
balance between liberal and traditional
consumers.
Consumers are price conscious and like
to find a bargain. They are also more
likely to partake in conspicuous
consumption, with a higher level of
interest in the latest fashionable brands.
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Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

10%

Outlook
Net confidence in
the economy

Individual Optimism

-37%

Consumers in Turkey are very
pessimistic about the economy as
a whole and their own finances

55%

Optimism levels are somewhat
high in general, despite such low
consumer confidence

63%

Almost two thirds of consumers in
Turkey believe that men and
women have equal rights to jobs

48%

Almost half of those in Turkey
believe that homosexuality is
never justifiable

19%

Social Values
49%

22%

Equality: gender

Equality: sexuality

Consumer Behaviour

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Work
3. National Identity
4. Friends
5. Leisure

Price sensitivity

Brand focus

69%

High degree of price sensitivity,
where over two thirds of
consumers say they look for
bargains when shopping

21%

Considerably high level of focus
on fashionable brands, where
more than a fifth say they are
very likely to buy the latest
fashionable brands when
shopping

Brazil

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Consumers in Brazil are split more evenly
into the four segments, with the highest
percentage falling into Playful PostModernism, but around a quarter in
each of Liberal Cynicism and Striving
Traditionalism.
Work is considered of higher importance
than leisure but income is not a high
priority for consumers at all.
Consumers are pessimistic about the
country’s economy, yet hold very high
levels of optimism for the future in
general.

Brazilian consumers hold liberal social
views in regard to gender equality but
more than a third are intolerant of
homosexuality.
Very price conscious group who like to
find bargains and will often use price
comparison sites in order to find these
deals.
Less focus on the latest fashionable
brands amongst Brazilian consumers,
with profligate purchases less likely to be
made.
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Playful Post-Modernism

Naked Ambition
Liberal Cynicism

Outlook
Net confidence in
the economy

-24%

High levels of pessimism amongst
consumers in Brazil regarding the
country’s economy

Individual Optimism

82%

Despite lack of faith in the
economy, Brazilian consumers are
very optimistic about their futures

89%

Almost 9 out of 10 Brazilian
consumers believe that men and
women have equal rights to jobs

35%

Just over one third of Brazilian
consumers believe that
homosexuality can never be
justified

26%

26%

Social Values
12%

Equality: gender

36%
Equality: sexuality

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Work
3. Leisure
4. Friends
5. National Identity

Consumer Behaviour
Price sensitivity

Brand focus

90%

Extremely high levels of price
sensitivity, with 9/10 consumers
always looking for the cheapest
price when shopping

11%

Lack of conspicuous consumption
shown by Brazilian consumers,
with a relatively low focus on
fashionable brands

Russia
In Russia, the most prominent
segments are Striving Traditionalism
and Playful Post Modernism (each
with around a third of the
population) although all segments
are present to a degree.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

16%

Russian consumers are more work
and income focused prioritising this
over leisure time and seeing friends.

Low confidence in the Russian
economy amongst consumers, but
optimism in general is very high.
Views towards gender equality are
broadly liberal, however views
towards homosexuality are far more
traditional with more than half
saying it is never justifiable.
Consumers in Russia are somewhat
price sensitive and enjoy finding
bargains, however they are less
likely to use price comparison sites in
order to find such bargains.

Consumers are less motivated by
the latest brands – there is low
interest in these.
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34%

33%

Outlook
Net confidence in
the economy

-13%

Russian consumers are fairly
pessimistic about the future of the
economy as a whole

Individual Optimism

80%

Very high optimism on an
individual level in general
amongst those in Russia

Equality: gender

68%

Just over two third of Russian
consumers believe that men and
women have the same rights to a
job, when such jobs are scarce

Equality: sexuality

56%

Over half of those in Russia
believe that homosexuality can
never be justified

Social Values

18%

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Income
3. Work
4. Leisure
5. Friends

Consumer Behaviour
Price sensitivity

56%

Consumers in Russia show a
middling degree of price
sensitivity

Brand focus

11%

Only 1 in 10 consumers would say
they are very likely to buy the
latest fashionable brands

China
Three dominant segments exist in
China, with around a third of the
population in each of Naked
Ambition, Playful Post-Modernism
and Striving Traditionalism. There are
only a small number of Liberal
Cynics.
Behind family, income is the most
important factor in the lives of
Chinese consumers, ahead of both
leisure and work.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

8%

33%

Consumers have generally liberal
views in terms of gender equality
but are far more traditional
regarding homosexuality.

Top 5 Priorities
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56%

Very high net confidence in the
Chinese economy amongst
consumers in China

93%

Extremely high optimism amongst
Chinese consumers with over 90%
saying they are very or quite
optimistic about the future

63%

Somewhat high degree of
acceptance regarding gender
equality

48%

Just under half of consumers in
China believe that homosexuality
can never be justified

Social Values
Equality: gender

Net confidence in the Chinese
economy is very high, and this
degree of optimism is echoed in
regards to life in general amongst
Chinese consumers.

Low degree of price consciousness
amongst consumers in China and
fashionable brands are of
moderately high importance – they
buy to impress.

Net confidence in
the economy

Individual Optimism

31%

28%

Outlook

Equality: sexuality

Consumer Behaviour

1. Family
2. Income
3. Leisure
4. Work
5. Friends

Price sensitivity

35%

Low levels of price sensitivity for
Chinese consumers, with just over
one third saying they like to find the
cheapest price

Brand focus

19%

Higher level of brand focus, with 1 in
5 consumers saying they are very
likely to buy the latest brands

Japan
The most prevalent segment in Japan
in Liberal Cynicism, but there are
significant numbers of Striving
Traditionalism and Playful PostModernism.
Income is considered the most
important factor after family, followed
by friends and work. In contrast to
other advanced economies, leisure is
less of a priority overall.
Both confidence in the economy and
optimism towards life in general are
very low, suggesting a pessimistic
outlook amongst Japanese
consumers.

While views on gender equality are low
compared to other advanced
economies, there is relatively high
tolerance of homosexuality.
Japanese consumers are somewhat
sensitive to price and often utilise price
comparison sites to find bargains. They
reject conspicuous consumption,
however, and are not interested in the
latest brands.
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Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

30%
42%

Outlook
Net confidence in
the economy

Individual
Optimism

-34%

Low net confidence in Japan
shows a considerable pessimism
towards the economy amongst
Japanese consumers

37%

Optimism on a more general level
is very low, almost two thirds of
consumers in Japan are not
optimistic about the future

59%

Middling acceptance of gender
equality, almost 60% of consumers
agree that men and women have
equal rights to jobs

21%

Just over one fifth of consumers in
Japan believe that homosexuality
can never be justified

Social Values
6%

Equality: gender

22%
Equality: sexuality

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Income
3. Friends
4. Work
5. Leisure

Consumer Behaviour
Price sensitivity

Brand focus

57%

A middling degree of price
sensitivity is shown by Japanese
consumers

3%

Very low % of those in Japan who
always look to buy the latest
fashionable brands

India
The most dominant segment in India
is Naked Ambition, while there is also
a high proportion in Playful PostModernism.
Work and Income are the highest
priorities, with leisure not featuring in
the top five priorities for Indian
consumers at all.
Very high levels of economic
confidence and extremely high
optimism regarding life in general.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

6%

14%

Conspicuous consumption is
prevalent amongst consumers in
India, with high percentages
enjoying making extravagant
purchases to impress others.
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Net confidence in
the economy
Individual
Optimism

76%

Extremely high confidence
amongst Indian consumers
regarding future of their economy

97%

Extremely high optimism from
Indian consumers regarding their
future on a general level

47%

Middling acceptance that men
and women should have equal
rights to a job

46%

Just under half of consumers in
India believe that homosexuality
can never be justified

Social Values
36%
Equality: gender
44%

Social views are very traditional,
fewer than half of consumers
believing men and women have
equal rights to a job and widespread
intolerance of homosexuality.
Consumers are price conscious and
price comparison websites are
regularly used to find bargains.

Outlook

Equality: sexuality

Consumer Behaviour

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Work
3. Income
4. National Identity
5. Friends

Price sensitivity

Brand focus

73%

High degree of price sensitivity with
almost three quarters of consumers
wanting to find the cheapest price

39%

Very high brand focus in
comparison to other nations, with
over 1 in 3 consumers being very
likely to buy the latest fashionable
brands

Nigeria
Nearly half of Nigerian consumers fall
into the Naked Ambition segment, but
significant numbers are either Playful
Post-Modernists or Striving Traditionalists.
Consumers prioritise work and income
ahead of leisure and friends – getting
ahead is more important than free time
and fun for most.
Positive outlook amongst consumers in
Nigeria about both the economy and
extremely high optimism for life as a
whole.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

6%
20%

Fashionable brands are popular
amongst Nigerian consumers, with
purchases of such products being
made to impress others.
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62%

Very high net confidence from
Nigerian consumers shows strong
optimism within the country
regarding the economy

97%

Extremely high levels of optimism on
a more general level amongst
consumers in Nigeria

Equality: gender

55%

Middling acceptance of gender
equality amongst Nigerian
consumers; just over 50% saying that
men and women have equal rights
to a job

Equality: sexuality

82%

Over fourth fifths of those in Nigeria
believe that homosexuality can
never be justified

Net confidence in
the economy

Individual Optimism

29%

Social Values

45%

Somewhat liberal views regarding
gender equality in contrast to very
traditional views towards
homosexuality.

Consumers are bargain seekers, being
very conscious of price and enjoying
the use of price comparison sites.

Outlook

Top 5 Priorities
1. Family
2. Work
3. Income
4. Leisure
5. Friends

Consumer Behaviour
Price sensitivity

Brand focus

81%

High degree of price sensitivity
amongst consumers in Nigeria

26%

Relatively high focus on brands in
Nigeria, with just over one quarter of
consumers saying they are very likely
to buy the latest brands

Indonesia
Most of Indonesia falls into just two
segments, with half of consumers being
Striving Traditionalists and a third falling
into Naked Ambition.

Work is prioritised above leisure for these
striving consumers, although leisure is
considered more important than
income.
Confidence in the economy and
optimism on an individual level are both
very high.

Segment Breakdown
Striving Traditionalism

Naked Ambition

Playful Post-Modernism

Liberal Cynicism

7%
11%

Net confidence in
the economy

58%

Very high net confidence in the
Indonesian economy from
consumers, implying high optimism

Individual
Optimism

94%

Optimism in general is extremely
high amongst consumers in
Indonesia

37%

Low level of acceptance amongst
Indian consumers that men and
women have equal rights to jobs

86%

Over four fifths of Indonesian
consumers believe that
homosexuality can never be
justified

Social Values
50%
33%

Consumers hold traditional views
towards both gender and sexual
equality.

Equality: gender

Equality: sexuality

The cheapest price is actively sought by
consumers, and price comparison
websites are often used as a method of
finding a good deal.

Top 5 Priorities

Indonesian consumers do shop
conspicuously, wanting to impress their
friends and family – but display only
middling enthusiasm for the latest
brands.

1. Family
2. Work
3. Leisure
4. Income
5. Friends
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Outlook

Consumer Behaviour
Price sensitivity

Brand focus

82%

High degree of price sensitivity
expressed by consumers

13%

Relatively middling brand focus,
just over 1 in 10 consumers say they
are very likely to buy the latest
brands

The insights here are just the start.

Trajectory also offer bespoke data
analysis, trends presentations and
workshops to help your organisation
understand the implications of the future
and to explore how these segments
match your customer profile.
To find out more, please
email signal@trajectorypartnership.com

